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Nucleon density in the nuclear periphery determined with antiprotonic x rays: Calcium isotopes
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X rays from the cascade of antiprotonic atoms have been studied by the PS209 Collaboration at LEAR of
CERN. In this publication the strong interaction widths and shifts for calcium isotopes are presented. The
isotopes 40Ca,42Ca,43Ca,44Ca, and 48Ca have been investigated. The measured widths are compared with
results from Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov calculations. As a CaCO3 target had been used for the measurement also
the lowest antiprotonic transition of16O could be observed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Antiprotonic atoms provide important information on th
antiproton-nucleus interaction and on the nuclear wave fu
tion, especially at the nuclear surface@1,2#. Consequently,
the Warsaw-Munich collaboration PS209 at LEAR, CER
Geneva, performed systematic measurements of antiprot
x rays using targets of several isotope chains. Results on
isotopes were already published@3#, a publication on Cd and
Sn isotopes will follow@4#, and several additional publica
tions are in preparation. The collaboration also develope
new method to study the nuclear periphery by radiochem
analysis of residues after antiproton annihilation@5–8#.
It is a special purpose of our studies to combine a
protonic atom data with the radiochemical results in or
to obtain consistent and precise information on the nuc
periphery@9#.

The present publication deals with the magic Ca isoto
which deserve special interest since they include the dou
magic nuclei40Ca and48Ca. Hence the evolution of nuclea
properties with the filling of the neutron shell may be o
served. Previously antiprotonic x rays were measured
40Ca @10–12#, but only data on the lowest antiprotonic-ato
level were reported; these results will be discussed toge
with our measurements.48Ca was studied with the radio
chemical method@8#. The antiproton-nucleus interaction wa
also determined by others using elastic scattering of anti
tons on 40Ca @13,14#.

After being slowed down in the target, the antiproton
captured by a target atom to form an antiprotonic atom. T
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initial orbit has a large principal quantum numbern and the

p̄ cascades down towards levels with lowern under emission
of Auger electrons and x rays. When the antiproton reach
state aroundn54 for light atoms such as calcium the stron
interaction between the antiproton and the nucleus beco
sizeable and finally the antiproton annihilates. The stro
antiproton-nucleus interaction results in shifts and widths
the lowest antiprotonic-atom transitions. If the shifts a
larger than about 10 eV and the widths have the order
magnitude of the instrumental linewidth of the detecto
~about 1 keV!, they can be determined directly from the a
tiprotonic x-ray spectrum. In addition, it is possible to me
sure smaller strong-interaction widths which are roughly
large as the electromagnetic widths of the levels. For t
method the intensity balance of transitions feeding and
populating the level is used@15#. For Ca one may expect to
measure the width of the level (n,l )5(4,3) directly, as it has
a value of several keV. However, since the transitionn55
→4 has a relative intensity of only 2%, its shape parame
could not be determined from the spectra of the individ
isotopes. Thewidthsof the levels (n,l )5(6,5), on the other
hand, are accessible via the intensity balance of the tra
tions feeding and depopulating the levels. The last transiti
also allowed the determination of then55 level shift.

In the experiment to be described antiprotonic x rays fr
all stable calcium isotopes, except for46Ca, have been mea
sured in order to obtain systematic information on the va
tion of the nuclear surface of the Ca isotopes. Details of
experiment and of the evaluation may be found in Ref.@16#.
©2001 The American Physical Society06-1
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II. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT AND RESULTS

Our measurements were performed with the setup
scribed already earlier@3,8#: Antiprotons from the beam o
LEAR at CERN with an initial momentum of 106 MeV/c
were registered with a telescope counter and stopped in
target. The antiprotonic x rays from the target were detec
by three high-purity-Ge detectors. The properties of the
gets are summarized in Table I. They consisted of pellet
CaCO3 within mylar bags. Due to its small natural abu
dance a46Ca target was not available. The43Ca target had an
enrichment of only 31(4)% @and contained 47(5)% of
40Ca#. The on-line energy and efficiency calibration was p
formed in all cases with152Eu and 137Cs sources.

Due to the low chargeZ of the calcium nuclei the energie
of the antiproton-atomic x rays are much smaller than th
from the other antiprotonic atoms investigated by the PS
Collaboration. As, due to the target thickness, the lowest
ergy which could be measured with the Ge detectors
limited to about 30 keV, only few transitions could be o
served. This small number of transitions was sufficient
adjust the parameters for the cascade calculations, bu
determination of the width of noncircular levels with th
feeding transitions taken from cascade calculations@3# was
not possible. Figure 1 shows typical antiprotonic x-r
spectra.

For the determination of the parametera for the initial l
distribution atn520 of the calculated cascade

N~ l !}~2l 11!•exp~a• l !,

the intensities of the respective lines of all calcium isotop
were added~Table II!. The best-fit result fora is 0.129~19!,
indicating an enhanced population of the high-l orbits atn
520 compared to that expected from a statistical distri
tion. Experimental and calculated x-ray intensities are in
agreement, as shown in Fig. 2.

It is useful in another respect to sum up the spectra fr
the individual Ca isotopes. As may be seen from Fig.
upper part, the transitionn55→n54 is barely visible in the
spectra from the individual calcium isotopes. In the sum
the collected spectra of all isotopes, however, this transi
can be seen as a weak line~inset in Fig. 1, lower part!. For
the fit of this transition two Lorentzians convoluted wi
Gaussians were used. The resulting Lorentzian width g
the width due to the strong interaction. From the energy
the transition the energy shift from the purely electroma
netic transition energy was deduced. With its intensity

TABLE I. Target properties: thicknessd, enrichmentp, and
number of antiprotons used.

Target d(mg/cm2) p(%) Number ofp̄(108)

40Ca 52.4 99.9 6.0
42Ca 55.3 76.3 4.7
43Ca 56.3 31 2.4
44Ca 60.7 89.6 5.9
48Ca 46.9 97.27 7.3
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width of the level ~5,4! was determined via the intensit
balance. In Fig. 3 the results from the sum spectrum
presented together with the weighted mean values of the
sults from the upper transitions. These average values
interesting for a general comparison with calculations, a

FIG. 1. Spectra of antiprotonic x rays from calcium. Upper pa
spectrum from48Ca. Lower part: accumulated spectrum of all ta
gets; the weights of the different calcium isotopes are
40Ca: 27%,42Ca: 18%,43Ca: 3%,44Ca: 24%, and for48Ca: 28%
~determined from the number of antiprotons per isotope given
Table I!.

TABLE II. Measured relative antiprotonic x-ray transition inten
sities normalized to the intensity of the line at 72 keV~mean values
for all detectors and targets, see caption of Fig. 1!.

Energy~keV! Transitions Relative intensity

120 6→5 85.064.3
72 7→6 11→8 100.065.0
47 8→7 14→10 75.163.8
32 9→8 12→10 66.263.4
23 10→9 13→11 38.062.1

192 7→5 8.960.6
119 8→6 11→7 16.060.9
79 9→7 14.160.8
55 10→8 13.260.7

239 8→5 3.460.6
151 9→6 5.560.5
102 10→7 5.760.4
174 10→6 2.760.7
6-2
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NUCLEON DENSITY IN THE NUCLEAR PERIPHERY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C65 014306
has been performed, e.g., by Batty@17#, but they will not be
used in the following, because we are definitely looking
isotope effects.

From the measured intensity balance the stro
interaction widthsG of the levels (n,l )5(6,5) were deter-
mined according to Ref.@15#. Columns 2 and 3 of Table III
show the radiative and Auger widths of this level. Sm
corrections for transitions parallel to the measured ones
for unobserved transitions from higher levels were tak
from the optimized cascade calculation. The resulting stro
interaction widths are presented in Fig. 4 and Table III, c
umn 4. From the measured energy of the transitionn56
→5 the strong-interaction energy shifte has been deduced
This energy shift is the difference between the measu
transition energies and those calculated with a purely e

FIG. 2. Comparison of measured relative x-ray intensities w
those calculated with the parametera50.129. The contribution of
the different isotopes is given in the caption of Fig. 1.n1 is the
principal quantum number of the initial level. Only transition
weakly affected by strong interaction are shown.

FIG. 3. Mean widths and shifts of all levels with measurab
strong interaction effects. The weight of the different calcium is
topes is given in the caption of Fig. 1.
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tromagnetic potential@18#. The results are shown in Tabl
III, last column, and plotted in Fig. 5.

Since in the measurements carbonate targets were u
the x ray spectra contained also lines from antiprotonic o
gen and carbon. The transitions of antiprotonic carbon w
hidden by other lines. The transitionn55→n54 of 16O
~which contributes by 99.76% to the natural isotopic comp
sition of oxygen! could be observed. As the oxygen isotop
had already been measured before@19#, this was a good op-
portunity to test our method of evaluation. Additionally th
uncertainty of the width and shift determined in Ref.@19#
could be reduced by about 50%. The results, compared
the results of Ref.@19# are shown in Table IV.

III. DISCUSSION

Experimental and calculated widths of the level~6,5! in
different Ca isotopes are compared in Table V. The width
the level ~6,5! of 48Ca is roughly twice as large as that o
40Ca. This is due to the fact that the size of these nuc
increases withA. Such changes of the nuclear radii are a
indicated by pion, alpha and proton scattering experime
pionic atoms@2#, and nuclear model calculations@20,21#.

FIG. 4. Strong interaction widths of the level (n,l )5(6,5) of

p̄-Ca derived via the intensity balance. The triangles show res
from HFB-SkP nuclear-density calculations@28# with the effective
length parametera5(21.52 i2.5) fm.

h

-

TABLE III. Calculated radiation widthGem and Auger width
GAuger for the levels ~6,5! and mean width for the level~5,4!
~weighted with the values given in the caption of Fig. 1!; measured
widths GS(6,5) for the level (n,l )5(6,5) and energy shift«n55 of
the leveln55.

Target Gem (eV) GAuger (eV) GS(6,5) (eV) «n55 (eV)

40Ca 0.669 0.007 0.059~18! 5(12)
42Ca 0.650 0.007 0.080~28! 17(14)
43Ca 0.641 0.007 0.073~42! 62(30)
44Ca 0.633 0.007 0.077~23! 31(10)
48Ca 0.604 0.006 0.116~17! 33(12)

~5,4! 1.639 0.003
6-3
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F. J. HARTMANN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 014306
While for 40Ca the leveln55 is not shifted, for48Ca it has
a repulsive energy shift of (33612) eV. Due to the low
enrichment of the43Ca target, there are large contributions
transitions of other calcium isotopes in the spectra from
target, which are superimposed on the43Ca lines. This fact
results in large errors, which hide a possible effect of
unpaired neutron of43Ca.

Our experiments serve a double purpose:~1! to determine
the p̄-nucleus optical potential, and~2! to determine the neu
tron density distributions at the distant nuclear periphery
to relate them to similar findings in other experiments.
particular, the results obtained here are to be compared
the neutron halos found from nuclear reactions of the a
proton.

At this stage a detailed study of the optical potential
neutron-excess nuclei is not yet feasible. For such a purp
one needs more data and these are, fortunately, availab
coming @4,22#. Some features are, however, clear alrea
now. The standard optical potential

FIG. 5. Strong interaction shifts ofp̄-Ca: Differences2e be-
tween the measured energies and the calculated purely electro
netic energies of the transitionn56→5.
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Vopt~r !5
2p

mNN
ar~r !, ~1!

with r(r ) following the charge-density profiles, has be
fixed by the studies of lower levels in light antiprotonic a
oms. Such a potential works fairly well in the40Ca case but
fails to reproduce the increasingly repulsive level shifts
heavier Ca isotopes. The attractive potential witha'(21.5
2 i2.5) fm @17# yields typical repulsive line shifts of abou
3 eV in 40Ca and similar values in other isotopes. It is a
parent from Fig. 5 that these are the extra valence neut
that act in an increasingly repulsive manner. This conclus
is supported by findings in other nuclei@22#.

The neutron densities may be inferred from the absorp
level widths. These are to be calculated from the opti
potential by

G/252E uC~r !u2Im@Vopt~r !#drW, ~2!

whereC is the atomic wave function which includes effec
of nuclear interactions. In high-angular-momentum circu
states one hasC(r )}r l exp@(2Zr/B)n#, whereB is the Bohr
radius. ThusG tests the high moments of the nuclear dens
distribution, and the dominant one is the^r 2l 22&, i.e., ^r 8&
for the (n,l )5(6,5) state of interest. A good estimate for th
tested region is a layer of 2.5 fm thickness centered at ab
r 5c11.5 fm, with c the half-density radius. In this regio

TABLE IV. Width and shift of the leveln55 of p̄16O.

This experiment Ref.@19#

Width 484~25! eV 495~45! eV
Shift 103~10! eV 112~20! eV

ag-
ar rms
rameter
ge
th
TABLE V. The (n,l )5(6,5) level widths ~in meV! for Ca isotopes, as calculated witha5(21.5
2 i2.5) fm and charge densities from several sources. The first two lines are calculated with the nucle
radii obtained from pion scattering data. Extreme values were assumed for the surface-thickness pa
t: t52.18 fm ~first line! and t52.47 fm ~second line!. The last four lines are based on Fricke’s char
densities@25# and extended neutron densities viaDc or Dt. The data in the last line were calculated wi
a* 5(21.12 i1.85) fm.

40Ca 42Ca 43Ca 44Ca 48Ca

Experiment 59~18! 80~28! 73~42! 77~23! 116~17!

Gibbs @23# 65 68 76 75
Gibbs @23# 90 97 108 110
de Vrieset al. @24# 78 106
Fricke et al. @25#

Dcnp50, Dtnp50 90 110 101 109 113
Dcnp optimized, Dtnp50 90 107 119 139
Dcnp50, Dtnp optimized 90 112 134 188
a* 5(21.12 i1.85) fm, 70 85 79 101 146
charge density from Ref.@25#,
Dtnp optimized
6-4
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NUCLEON DENSITY IN THE NUCLEAR PERIPHERY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C65 014306
neither neutron nor proton~charge! densities are well known
We exemplify this problem by several calculations, given
Table V.

The electromagnetic measurements of charge dens
~e.g., energy shifts ofm- andp-atomic levels and electron
scattering data! give very accurate values for the root-mea
square radiusRrms. The surface diffuseness parametert fol-
lows from electron scattering and its precision depends
the region of momentum transfers in the measureme
Knowing Rrms, one may express it by

Rrms
2 53/5c217/5p2@ t/~4 ln 3!#2, ~3!

through the parametersc and t of a two-parameter Ferm
distribution

r~r !5r0$11exp@4 ln 3~r 2c!/t#%21, ~4!

but this relation does not allow us to determinec and t in a
unique way. We illustrate this point in the second and th
lines of Table V. Values forRrms from pion scattering studie
@23# are used with two arbitrary assumptions on the extre
values of t, t52.18 fm andt52.47 fm. These extreme
cover the range of surface thickness parameters which
met in stable nuclei. The uncertainty int is seen to generat
a 30% uncertainty inG(n56,l 55). Fortunately there is
agreement about the values of charge diffuseness in se
of the Ca isotopes. TheG based on electron-scattering resu
@24# are given in line 4 of Table V. These are fairly cons
tent with the results based on the compiled charge-den
data of Frickeet al. @25#, given in line 6 of the same table
The latter are described by a constantt52.30 fm and
c53.7721~13!, 3.7690~15!, 3.7843~13!, and 3.7231(13) fm,
respectively, for the four even Ca isotopes.

It is seen from thesec values and from the widths that th
charge densities in the first three Ca isotopes are almos
same. A small increase in theG values is essentially gene
ated by changes in the atomic Bohr radii. One conclusio
that the much larger increase in the experimental widths
in particular the result for48Ca may not be attributed to a
increasing charge density but stems from an increase of
neutron radius.

The differencesDr np5Rrms
n 2Rrms

p between neutron and
proton radii were derived fromp6, proton ora-particle scat-
tering on nuclei. It is not easy to extract the bare-nucle
Dr np from the profile of the optical potential used in th
appropriate experimental analysis. However, to leading o
in t/(4 ln 3c) the changesDr np

opt and the changesDr np are
equivalent. Consequently we implement theseDr np values
into the optical potential, Eq.~1!, that consists now of two
componentsrp and rn . Here the distributionrn is to be
understood as a folded density of bare neutrons with an
nihilation form factor, in the same way as the charge den
represents a bare-proton density folded with the proton e
tric form factor. The range of these form factors is assum
to be the same, 0.8 fm. TheDr np are taken to be 0 (40Ca),
0.04 fm (42Ca), 0.08 fm (44Ca), and 0.19 fm (48Ca). The last
three values are the averages ofDr np values determined in
several experiments presented in the review article by B
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et al. @2#. According to Eq.~3!, theseDr np values may be
interpreted either as changes in the half-density radius o
changes in the diffuseness~or both!. Let us study the conse
quences for the level widths. With the first choice one o
tains aDcnp which equals 0, 0.06, 0.12, 0.28 fm, respe
tively, for the four Ca isotopes, and the level widths a
given in line 7 of Table V. One infers that the slope ofG(A)
has not changed much. With the other choice, previou
found in the analysis of our radiochemical data@22#—
accommodation of the diffuseness values—one obta
Dtnp50, 0.09, 0.18, and 0.44 fm, respectively. Now t
slope ofG(A), given in line 8 of Table V follows roughly the
experimental one. The results shown in this Table indic
that the effective lengtha5(21.52 i2.5) fm overestimates
the widths. Of course agreement may be achieved by sim
rescaling Im(a). Indeed in Ref.@26# a new value ofa* 5
(21.12 i1.85) fm was found. It was based on the old da
in light nuclei and on the recent data in heavy nuclei@22#.
The main change in the optical potential that lead to
rescaling is a removal of oscillator densities used previou
in light nuclei. They have an incorrect asymptotic behavi
The densities of Frickeet al. @25# were used instead. Th
results obtained with the new value ofa* are given in Table
V, last line.

As a* is our best fit value, we use it to extract the neutr
Rrms and Dr np in 48Ca. The number obtained isDr np

50.1210.04
20.08 fm and it should preferably be related to th

change of the diffusenessDtnp50.24 fm. It may be com-
pared toRrms

p 2Rrms
n 50.207(65) fm, or 0.166~101! fm, ob-

tained from pionic atoms@27#. The two numbers quoted cor
respond to the different pionic optical potentials used in
fit. From pion-scattering experiments Rrms

p 2Rrms
n

50.11(4) fm was obtained@23#.
Now we present the data in a different way, instead,

make them almost independent fromVopt. For high-l
antiprotonic-atom states, Eq.~2! becomes approximately

G/252
2p

mNN
Im~a!E CCoul~r !2r~r !drW, ~5!

where nowCCoul(r ) is the well-known Coulomb wave func
tion. In the (n,l )5(6,5) Ca states Eq.~5! is not perfect and
one finds a moderate dependence ofG on Re(a), in particu-
lar G@Re(a)521.5 fm#/G@Re(a)50#'1.20. On the other
hand, minimum dependence of the ratiosG(48Ca)/G(40Ca),
etc., on Re(a) as well as on Im(a) results. Within the range
of likely values ofa one finds this ratio to change as little a
1%. In this sense, the analysis of ratios is easier, as thes
almost independent ofVopt. The price to pay for such a sim
plification is the larger experimental error of the width rati
The results are summarized in Table VI. The conclusio
may be formulated in a similar way as above:~1! the charge
densities are not adequate to reproduce the increase o
level widths with the atomic number and~2! the increase of
G(A) should be attributed rather to a change in the neut
diffusenesst than to one inc, in accordance with the finding
from our radiochemical experiments@22#.
6-5
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F. J. HARTMANN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 014306
Our conclusion may be qualitatively understood with
simple shell model: the valence neutrons occupy thef (7/2)
shell and, due to the large angular momentum they poss
they tend to be localized in the surface region. The lar
distance behavior is given by the asymptotic trend of
wave functionfn } exp(2A2MEBr )(\5c51 units!. With
a typical separation energy of 10 MeV one obtainsfn

2

} exp@2r/(0.73 fm)#. This corresponds to a diffuseness p
rametert'2.33 fm, which is slightly larger than the diffuse
ness of protons obtained from the charge density. This ra
simplistic view is supported to some extent by calculatio
with a Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov model and Skyrme-
forces. These were done as described in Ref.@28#. The cor-
responding ratios, given in line 6 of Table VI, seem to
slightly short of the experimental ones, however.

The previous experiment on antiprotonic x rays from40Ca
@11# produced fairly precise values of the~4,3! level shift and
width. The numbers are given in Table VII with the corr
sponding calculations. These confirm the consistency w
the valuea* for the scattering parameter. One also finds
average calculated~5,4! width of 28 eV to be consistent with
the experimental one~see Fig. 3!. As far as the shifts are
concerned, the low~4,3! shift is reproduced quite well~see
Table VII!. On the contrary the calculated~5,4! shifts are in
the range of 1 to 5 eV, i.e., much smaller than the exp
mental ones. This is in line with the related findings in Re

TABLE VI. Ratios of (n,l )5(6,5) widths in Ca isotopes. Th
potential for the lines 3 to 6 is based ona5(21.52 i2.5) fm,
whereas the data in the last line were calculated witha* 5(21.1
2 i1.85) fm.

42Ca
40Ca

43Ca
40Ca

44Ca
40Ca

48Ca
40Ca

Experiment 1.4~6! 1.2~8! 1.3~6! 2.0~7!

Fricke et al. @25#

Dcnp50, Dtnp50 1.11 1.12 1.20 1.25
Dcnp optimized, Dtnp50 1.19 1.32 1.54
Dcnp50, Dtnp optimized 1.24 1.49 2.09

HFB calculations 1.19 1.34 1.58

a* 5(21.12 i1.85) fm, 1.21 1.44 2.08
charge density from Ref.@25#,
Dtnp optimized

TABLE VII. The shifts and widths of the (n,l )5(4,3) level in
40Ca @11#. The calculations are based on densities given by Fri
et al. @25#.

G(keV) e(keV)
Experiment 3.58~40! 1.07~14!

Calculation 4.40 1.55
a5(21.52 i2.5) fm
Calculation 4.10 1.11
a* 5(21.12 i1.85) fm
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@22,26#. The upper level shifts measured for small atom
orbit nucleus overlap are difficult to understand.

Let us, finally, remark on the consistency of the x-r
experiment and the radiochemical measurement of
neutron-to-proton capture ratio in48Ca @8#. As already dis-
cussed, maximum absorption from the~6,5! orbit occurs
roughly atR1/211.5 fm. On the other hand, cold absorptio
of the antiproton, i.e.,p̄ absorption without subsequent rea
tion of the annihilation pions with the same nucleus, peak
R1/212.5 fm. WithDr np'0.1 fm from this experiment one
finds thern /rp ratios at these points to be 1.8 and 2.2,
spectively. The experimental cold-absorption rate
Gcold

n /Gcold
p 52.62(30) @8#, which is consistent with the x-ray

result.
To be more quantitative, we calculate the partial wid

Gcalc
p for absorption on protons and next the ratioGn/Gcalc

p

5Gexp/Gcalc
p 21. This reflects the relative absorption rate

the atomic state. It becomes 1.58~38! and again should be
compared to the respective ratio, 2.62~30!, obtained from the
radiochemical method. A word of caution is needed at t
point. Consistency of the experiments has been achie
with then/p annihilation ratioR5Im(an)/Im(ap)51. Much
lower values are excluded by the48Ca data. The error bar
for bothexperiments allow anR value in the region of 0.9 to
1.0. A better determination ofR and a possible dependenc
of this ratio on the nucleon separation energies should
studied with the forthcoming data. It is clear that bo
experiments taken together put rather strong limits on
parameter.

IV. SUMMARY

Using the antiproton-atomic x-ray cascade for the calci
isotopes the antiproton-nucleus interactions were studied
very small antiproton-nucleus overlap. The shifts in the~5,4!
levels and the widths of the~6,5! states were obtained. In
addition, the~3,2! level in 16O was remeasured and the old
results were confirmed.

The widths of the~6,5! levels are consistent with the op
tical potential found recently in other measurements@26#.
From these one may extract the neutron radius in48Ca which
is consistent with other measurements. On the other hand
find the repulsive upper shifts of the~5,4! levels to be incon-
sistent with optical potentials fitted to widths and lower shi
in other atoms.
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